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The wounding potential of high velocity missiles is
greatly accentuated by the explosive effects of the temporary cavity.
The missile transfers einrgy to the tissues within microseconds
after impact. Tissue along the wound tract expands laterally
forming a cavity with internal pressures as high as 100 atmospheresIN
(1,500 pounds per square inich).J J Description of the extent and
nature of destruction to the various tissues by this phenomenon
remains incomplete, xid the effect upon blood vessels has been
controversial.

Low velocity mis-iles have been known to push the blood vessels
aside as the missile traverses the tissue. An early account of
these injuries was described in 1862 by George Macleod in War in the
Crimea.( 2 ) Huguier in 1848 first observed the bursting effect of
high velocity missiles on soft tissues.( 3 ) He attributed this
effect to the dispersion of water particles. This hydrodynamic
theory was first experimentally tested b, Kocher in 1876(0) and
confirmed by Sir Victor Horsely in 1894-5ý0 Destruction of tissues
appeared to correlate with the amount of fluid within the tissues.
In 1898; Woodruff apnpli-d a concept of marine engineering to wound I
ballistics- The term ce 'itation was used to describe thte vacuum
immediately following a solid object moving rapidly through a gas
or fluid.( 6 ) Ha predicted the formation of a cavity following a
high velocity projectile and very accurately illustrated its move-
Ments. Stevenson in 1910(7) and LaGarde in 1913(8) accepted the
cavitational theory which was also described as the theory of
accelerated particles. Lesions to the blood vessels were described
as one of the chief characteristics of the high velocity bullet.
They stated that the arteries are neatly sheared as though it were
done with a cutting instrument leaving the edgeb withuut irregular
lacerations. Observations of the effect of the temporary cavity
upon vessels were first made by Wilson in 1921. (9) He desrribed I
slit-like lesions in areas distant to the segment actually touched

by the bullets. Similar lesions occurred in near misses.
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Photographic documentation of the formation of the temporary
cavity was first obtained by "lch arid a-suci tcS.OO) . ontrary t.

Wilson's observation.s, they stated that tioý;sues of '- highly elastic

nature su,lh as arteries werc Albc to escape both Panatomical and

functional injury. Expurimc'ntr, by lfrvuy ut al It. Princeton in 19-16

verilied this opinion and demonstrated for the fiirst.t Lime that the

artery whcn not directly in ured by the missile was pushed aside,
by the temporary cavity. (11 They also concluded that the blood

vessel escaped gross i.ijury.
In the recent Korcan Conflict, Jahnke and Sevley(12) described

microscopic changes within the blood ves.s(el wall adjacclit to the

grossly injured segmllnt. Faaiures of repair and increased morbidity
were ascribed to these changes. They arbitrarily advocated
resection of one centimeter of artt ry beyond the arca of gross
damage for more successful surgical repair of the veszcls. The need
for further investigation was stressed.

Experiments were designed in our laboratory to study the
pathophysiology of ballistic injury to the blood vessels. The

mechanism of wounding in arteries has been previously reperted}

This communication is concerned with the effects of the temporary

cavity including wounds produced by the M-16 bullet. Sequential

events which occur in the mechanis;m of injury by both direct and
indirect hits are documented by angiography and high speed photog-

raphy. To our knowledge we have pieelted the first thorough
documentation of the effect of the temporary cavity upon arteries.
(13,14) Observations of mirroscopic mechanical injury are also

discussed.

METHOD

In the initial experiment, the femoral. arteries of thirty
anesthetized dogs were exposed and injured with missiles of specific
velocities. A 0.25 inch sphere weighing 16 grains was accurately

calibrated to be fired at 1,000, 2,000 and 3,000 feet per second.
X rays of the extremity were taken at intervals following

illjectlon of 90 percent hy-Psyn i11 SUL11t rteSX.•eibU1
flash X ray system which is capable of producing pulses of one-
tenth microsecond duration was used. Instrumeritation was designed
to inject the dye, fire at the vessels, and obtain X rays at

varying intervals.
High speed photography of the mechanism of injury was taken

at 3,750 to 4,500 pictures per second utilizing a Hycam Camera.
This camera is a 16 mm high speed rotating prism camera used
especially for photography of short-lived events.

To study the microscopic mechanical changes immediately post
wounding, segments of the injured vessel approximately 20 milli-

meters on either side of disruption were excised. These were
prepared in the normal manner with Hematoxylin and eosin stain.

The Verhoeff-Vanfieson method for specific elastic and connective

tissue staining was used.
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A secona expleriment was dcsigned to visualize more adequately
the vess6el in an isolated enviLonment- Segnments of the femoral
aiturieb mcasuring six to nine centimeters in length were removed
from fourteen dogs. Thes-e vesscls were filled with safranin dye

or hypaque, eCighted on one end and suspended within a 20 percent
gelatin solution which was used to simu!ate nornial muscle tissue
densiiy. These vessels were sighted, injured and photographed as

de scribed above.
Bucause of the small caliber of these arteries, a third series

of experiments were performed utilizing twenty segments of calves
vessels. IBoth width and thiclukess oi the.se arterial walls approxi-
mated the size of the human femoral vessels. Injury was produced
in the first ten segments with 0.25 inch spheres so that we could

solcly obtain the effects of the temporary cavity at specific
varying velocities. The M-16 rifle bullet was used in the remainint.
ten segments to document other factors effecting the behavior of
the military bullet. The M-16 rifle is currently used in Vietnam
and utilizes a 55 grain bullet fired at a muzzle velocity of 3,250
feet per second.

RESULTS

Angiograms of the femoral artery in situ are shown at micro-
seconds after impact (Fig. I). The 0.25 sphere struck the artery
at a velocity of 3,000 feet per second. The vessel was neatly
transected by the sp' ere without moving the remaining artery.
However, within five to ten microseconds after impact, the proximal
and distal segments of the injured artery were compressed against
the cavity wall (Fig. 2). High speed photography demonstrated the
suspended vessel in gelatin which was struck by a sphere at 3,000
feet per second (Fig. 3) with the subsequent formation of the
temporary cavity. Again, it is seen that the vessel was cut by the
missile but violently hurled 'ideways and compressed laterally
(Fig. 4,5,6).

The M-16 injury was similar to that of th" sphere- The 4
cal-ves' vessels were stretched by the undulation of the temporary
caity in an indirect hit (Fig. 9,10). Stretching anUd swayihg of A

the torn ends were documented when the vessel was struck directly
by the 55 grain bullet at a striking velocity of 3,250 feet per
s;3CcOnd (Fig. 11,12).

The contrasting effects of the low velocity missile which
struck the gelatin block at 1,000 feet per second were seen with
minimal formation of a temporary cavity (Fig. 7) and stretching
for.,iard of the blood vessel until it was severed (Fig. 8).

Microscopic mechanical changes in these blood vessels correlate
well with "crevious descrir;tions of chances along the blood vessel ýv
wal\.-(9,12,20) The endothelium was frequently lost. Small and I I
large bredks were seen in the internal elastic membrane. There
were microta;rombi formation within the media with disruption and
less comfmcrAy herniation of the media through the external elastic

membrane of the adventia.
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DISCUSSION

The wounding potential of high velocity missiles is a complex
subject which is beyond the scope of this paper, However, several
important factors, must be included in discussing ballistic
behavior of the bullet in relation to wounding capacity. These
are: A. The energy transmittod to the tissues by the missile,
B. The direction of the transmitted energy released as determined

by the shape and motion of the misn5ile. C. The density of the
tissues through which it travels.

A- The kinetic energy theory of wounding capacity indicates
that the energy expended is directly pro rtional to thc mass and
to the square of the velocity (KE -. M x 0 Thus, doubling of the
velocity quadruples the kinetic energy oT-the missile. As the
missile comes in contact with the artery, it bisects the wall
sharply as demonstrated in Figures 1 and 3, but energy is trans-
ferred to the tissues, The arterial ends are accelerated away from
the wound track radially within the formation of the temporary
cavity (Fig. 2-6). The development and decay of the cavity occurs
within 20 microseconds after impact causing the segments to undulate
and be thrashed about within the cavity until it comes to rest
(Fig. 12). Cavitation is primarily due to the energy released-
However, both Its size and shape are modified by the configuration
of the missile and striking anglc at moment of impact. To avoid the
gbove factors a steel sphere was utilized in the majority of our
experiments as was suggested by Woodruff in 1898,(6)

B. The direction of the energy released to the tissues is
governed by shape of the missile and its motion in flight. A brief
description of the bullet's motion would include yawing, tumbling,
precession and nutation. When a bullet deviates from the straight
line of flight, in its longitudinal axis, it is described as yawing.
Tumbling iF simply described as the action of forward rotation around
the center of mass. As the bullet yaws and/or tumbles, it is also
spinning laterally around its center of mass, This is termed pre-
cession. A fourth motion of the bullet in flight and perhaps the
most difficult to visualize is nutation. Hepkinson appropriately
describes nutation as the rotational movement of the bullet in small
circles progressing forward in a rosette pattern.( 1 5) The varying
severity of wounds and amount of tissue destruction by identical
missiles can be explained in most part by the angle of the bullet
to the tissue at moment of impact.

The density of tissues is a third factor in the explanation of
woundii.g effects on tissue- As mentioned earlier, Kocher in 1876(4)
demonstrated that tissues which contained large quantities of water
were most severely damaged. Daniel in 1944 demonstrated that the
severity of high velocity wounds increased with the specific
gravity of the tissue struck.(16) DeMuth stated in his review that
bone inlurics are most -vcrc wh. le luing tibsues are least affected.
(17) Injury to the blood filled arteries can be extensive. This
perhaps, is only modified by the elastic nature of the artery and
its ability to absorb the energy transmitted by the missile. When
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large amlounts of enterry exceed the tolerable elastic limits of the
cellular struý_turcs %yi-thin. tho re -i v.'' 'al' j m~"~ icroscopic- iniulrX C"11
occur. When the vessel is indirectly struck by the missile, the
amount of energy is proportional not only to 1he velocity of the
missile, but to the proximity of the vessel to the center of the

of injury is not clearly uhdcrstood by a majority of surgeons faced
with arterial repair.

The extent of d&bridenient of thu injured vessel has been.

controversial. Wilson stated that the slit-like lesions within the
intima ma\y cause thrombosis9 fatal secondary lhcmorrhage or WIcurysnial
dilatation at a later date. The treatment 17r arterial injury at

that time was simple lfigation* In the past the advice of resectioni
of one centimeter of arLerial wall beyond the area of gross injury
by Jahnke and Sceley(l 2 ) has beeii followed by a majority of military
surgeons. however, others have advocated the removal of one to two
centimeter segments in high velocity wotuids.(18) Contrary to the
above, one author has shown the cxtent of microscopic J•njury to be
minimal and debridement of only 3 millimeters of tissue was deemed
necessary. (19)

Recently, Rich, Manion and Hughes reviewed a series of clinical
cases from the Vietnam Conflict and stated that there was no correla-
tion betwecn the microscopic damages which were p.,esent and the
success of repair. (20) Adequate debridement with good suigical
judgement was advocated. In our series, microscopic examiantion of
the segments removed post injury have demonstrated as in humans,
various changes within the arterial wall. The significalce of the
changes mentioned earlier remain unanswered at present in our
experimental model.

An important aspect of this study is to realize that the low
velocity gunshot wound is a different entity. The mechanism of
injury is seen as a local stretching of the vessel wall with little
or no formation of a temporary cavity. Because of this difference,
proper assessment of the wound and knowledge of the nature of the
wounding missile are necessary requirements in proper management of

SUMMARY

1. Historically, the effect of the temporary cavity upon

arteries has been controversial.
2. We have presented angiographic and photographic documen-

tation of low velocity and high velocity injuries to arteries, ... ...

3. The low velocity missile pu!shes the blood vessel ahead
stretching it slightly before penetration and can be pushed aside
with little or no formation of the temporary cavity.

4. The high velocity missile neatly cuts the arterial wall
at impact but then the explosive effect of the temporary cavity
crushes the ends of the artery against its walls.
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5. Severity of arterial daintge is proportional to the velocity
of the wuundinLg Yrisile. The nern y .v tr'asferred fromn thou high
velocity missile forms the tumporary cavity. Other factors, such
as, the configuration of the missile-, vary the size and shape Uf tle

temporary cavity and .xtent, of inljury.
6. Varied ti'-suc- ritestructic 'n 1 y ident ical mIssiles at equal

vlocity can be e.xplained by the slAmp ol the missile, its motion in
flight, and most lm.11portLillt the angle to the tissue at *IIment of
imp act.

7. K•owledge of the ballistic behavior of high velocity
missiles in caulsinCg arterial damag is necessary for the proper
evaluations and managemcnt of mis.sile wounds.
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Figure 1. Anglogra)ii of thi femoral artery within microseconds after
imp)act, ImpacL velocity was 3,)000 feet per sucound. 1
FJ•rlre 2- Aglogra;im of the feinoral artery compressed against the

wall of the maxiimial tCejm)ora1ry cavity-

Figure 3. A segmenlt of femoral artury is neatly sheared by a 1G
grain sphere at 3,000 feet per secozid.

Figure .4. The initial phase of the temporary cavity is sevn. The
urtcrial Segments are bunt laterally.

Figure 5. An inteurmediate phase of cavitation is demonstrated-
,ressures as high as 100 atmospheres have been reached-

Figure (3- Maximum formation of the temporary cavity. Note the
curled seglnc'at of vessel in the upper half of the cavity.

ligure 7- High speed photograph of a segment of femoral vessel
buing approached by a sphere at 1000 feet per second.

Figure 8. The artery is shown stretched forward prior to being
severed by the missile,

Figure 9. A M-16 bullet was fired at 3,250 feet per second missing
the femoral artery. The artery however is slightly stretched-

Figure 10. The vessel which was missed by the M-16 is thrashed
about mnd distorted laterally by the temporary cavity.

Figure 11- A direct hit with an M-16 bullet severs the "vessel and
compresses the ends forcefully. The crushed segments cani be seen
against the wall.

Figure 12. The distal and proximal ends of the femoral vessel
sway within the undulating temporary cavity until it comes to rest.
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F:.gure 1. Microseconds after impact at 3UOC feet per second-

C)

I

Figure 2. Maximum formation of the temporary cavity-
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Figure 3. The vessel is transected byv the missile in gelatin,

V A

- Figure 4. Early fovsation of temporary cavity. mg
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Figure 5. Intermediate phase of temporary cavity -
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Figure 6- MIaximum formation of the tempor,.ry cavity-
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Figure 7. Vessel is approached at 1000 feet per second.
C,-
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Figure 8. Vessel is stretched by the low velocity missile.
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Figure S. Near miss of vessel with M-16 bullet.
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Figure 10. Stretching of the vessel - near miss M-16 bullet.
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Figure 11. Direct hit with the M-16 -vessel is compressed "

lateral y.

All

Figure 12. M-16 direct hit -vessel is thrashed about,.
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